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How to reach us?
Despite the fact that the Upper Sava Valley 
is embraced by the mighty mountains of 
the Julian Alps and the Karavanke 
range, it is very easily accessible. Mo-
torways in Italy (Tarvisio), Austria 
(Villach) or Slovenia (Karavanke tunnel) 
are all within half an hour’s drive. There are 
railway stations nearby, and the Ljubljana 
airport is less than one hour drive away.

       Ljubljana – Kranj – Jesenice – Kranjska Gora
 

       Rateče Border Crossing – Kranjska Gora

       Ljubljana – Kranj – Jesenice – Kranjska Gora

       Jesenice – Kranjska Gora

       Tarvisio – Kranjska Gora
       Villach – Kranjska Gora

       Ljubljana – Kranjska Gora (45 min)
       Klagenfurt  – Kranjska Gora (40 min)
       Trieste – Kranjska Gora (1,40 min)
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Triglav National Park

Mahovje (moss) at Martuljek Falls

The Heathen Maiden (Ajdovska deklica) Peričnik Waterfall

Upper Sava 
Valley
To the north Karavanke Range,  to 
the south the Julian Alps, to the east 
the town of Jesenice, to the west the 
watersheds of the rivers Sava and Gail.
Fresh summers, cold winters. Vast 
forests of coniferous trees and 
larches, and dwarf  pines above 
the tree line. Chamois, deer and rabbits 
among the wild animals that can be 
found here, and grouse and birds of prey 
among the mountain birds. 
The Upper Sava Valley is full of 
cultural treasures, as well as modern 
adrenaline sports. Quiet and secluded 
on the one hand, and home to vibrant 
social events on the other. 

The Upper Sava Valley has always 
been, and always will be, a jewel worth 
taking time over, to see it from all sides, 
in all seasons and with all its adventures. 

For a start, get a map of the Upper Sava 
Valley at the Kranjska Gora Tourist 
Information Centre.

Discover the gems of the Upper Sava Valley!



Ibex ZelenciHayrackLedine Intermittent Lake



Tamar Mountain Hut Kajžnk’s House Planica

Rateče or Klagenfurt 
Manuscript

Ledine Intermittent Lake

The heroes of Planica fly like 
birds... 
... is certainly the most well-known tune 
in Rateče.

The icon of Slovene folk music, Slavko 
Avsenik, dedicated the song “Planica” 
to ski jumpers on one of the largest ski 
jumps in the world, the Planica ski 
jump.
Rateče is known for its long and cold 
winters, but also for days full of sunlight, 
walking through the mountain meadows 
at the foothills of the Karavanke 
mountains.

See the copies of the famous Rateče 
manuscripts in the Church of St. 
Thomas in Rateče, one of the 
four oldest records of the Slovene 
language.

The heroes of 

Planica fly like birds...

Rateče - 
Planica

PLANICA – The snowy queen under the mountain of Ponce...



Vitranc Cup ZelenciPodkoren village centre

Krampus (“Parkelj”) TrentarPodkoren

Vitranc Cup

Podkoren

The Alpine heart of the Upper Sava ValleyPLANICA – The snowy queen under the mountain of Ponce...

Although Podkoren and Kranjska Gora 
both experience an increase in tourism due 
to the annual Alpine Ski World Cup, the 
lovely settlement of Podkoren, with its cluster 
of houses above the left bank of the fledgling 
Sava River, is still very independent.
Podkoren was a “toll” town; a cobble-
stone medieval road ran through it, and 
post carriages paid to drive through. Until 
the Karavanke tunnel was built, the 
Korensko sedlo mountain pass was 
the main road link to central and northern 
Europe.

If you love mystery and the rural idyll, 
Podkoren is your sanctuary. “My old nest...” 
wrote the well-known English scientist 
and admirer of the Gorenjska region, Sir 
Humphry Davy about Podkoren and 
its surroundings. Podkoren also has an 
unusual and funny side, as it hosts an annual 
meeting of the mythical monsters called 
Fire Spectacle - Meeting of Krampuses 
(“Parkeljni”) of Three Lands which is one 
of the most famous Upper Sava festivities.



Kranjska 
Gora
The story of Kranjska Gora reaches 
into the second half of the 14th 
century when Kranjska Gora evolved 
from a pastoral settlement into today’s 
cosmopolitan Alpine resort.

It was strategically important during the 
World War I, when Russian prisoners of 
war built a military road over the 
1,611 m Vršič Pass.
The first ski lifts were built on the slopes of 
Vitranc, and then came the summer 
toboggan run, beautiful hotels, 
lovely apartments, fascinating 
museums, cultural events, and 
crazy parties...
There is always something going on in 
Kranjska Gora. The adventurous discovery 
of the Upper Sava Valley starts here 
and never stops!

The heart beneath 

the Julian Alps

Kranjska Gora Lake Jasna

Ski slope Kranjska Gora

Russian Chapel

Ski and cosmopolitan centre.



The settlement of Gozd Martuljek gets 
its name from a stream, and the house 
names of the village of Srednji Vrh date 
from the period of the Turkish invasions. 
After World War I, this was a vibrant area 
with flour mills, ironworks and charcoal 
burners, which are now being revived as 
a part of the local tradition.

The modern settlement of Gozd 
Martuljek is a wonderful mixture of 
unspoilt Alpine nature with waterfalls, 
a rich cultural heritage, and the 
stunning Martuljek mountain 
cirque with its central rocky 
pyramid, Špik, giving the steep faces a 
special charm.

The best view of the Martuljek cirque 
is from the village of Srednji Vrh, on 
the opposite side of the valley on the 
Karavanke mountains.

King of the Sun

Gozd 
Martuljek and 
Srednji Vrh

Finžgar Chapel Martuljek waterfalls Charcoal piles

,,Srjan’’ cheese Martuljek mountain cirque

Ski and cosmopolitan centre. Two hamlets that breathe with the mountains…



Mojstrana, once a mining and ironwork 
settlement, is today most famous for 
its excellent alpinists and skiers. 
Many Slovenian Olympians were 
born in Mojstrana or its immediate 
surroundings.

Since Mojstrana is situated at the ‘gate-
way’ to the Triglav National Park, 
there are three wonderful Alpine 
valleys leading from here into 
the heart of the Julian Alps. The 
Krma Valley offers the easiest access 
to Triglav, the Kot Valley captivates 
us with its tranquillity, and the Vrata 
Valley surprises us with the mighty 
north face of Triglav.
Visiting the Slovenian Alpine 
Museum and this picturesque Alpine 
village is a must!

The village under 

Triglav, Slovenia’s 
highest peakMojstrana

Aljaž Tower on TriglavDovje & Mojstrana

The North Wall of Triglav Peričnik Waterfall

Starting point for the Julian Alps and 
a charming accommodation base...

The Olympic Square



Dovje is a village with a thousand-
year history, a rural tradition, and 
very well-preserved typical Alpine 
architecture. Notice the arched stone 
doors. Admire the terraced flower 
meadows below the village.

Breathe in the village of Dovje’s healing 
atmosphere, where the memory of the 
priest and Slovene hero Jakob Aljaž 
is still alive. If you are planning a trip to the 
Karavanke Mountains, the village of 
Dovje is your ideal base camp.

At Belca, not far from Mojstrana, 
you can still see cattle grazing freely on 
the mountain pastures in the hamlet of 
Podkuže. Don’t miss the very scenic 
walk along the forest path by the  Belca 
Stream with its disappearing 
waterfalls!

Dovje - Village with 

a thousand-year 
history Dovje and 

Belca

Jakob Aljaž’s Monument

The Church of St. Michael ‘Pr Katr’ HousePainted beehive panels

Starting point for the Julian Alps and 
a charming accommodation base... Idyllic villages below the Karavanke Mountains



Zgornja Radovna lies within the 
Triglav National Park along the 
Radovna River, where the waters of the 
Alpine glacial valleys of Krma and 
Kot flow. Homesteads are scattered 
throughout the valley, so the walk through 
Radovna is a unique experience in itself.

Visit the Gogala Homestead, home 
to a four-hundred-year-old linden tree. 
Walk to the Pocar Homestead, which 
has been turned into a cultural museum, 
with frescoes and an authentic interior. 
Near the Psnak Homestead, see the 
well-preserved Psnak beehive, with 
a sawmill and water mill a little lower 
down the river.

Radovna is also a peaceful, scenic base for 
different hikes to the Julian Alps.

A beautiful tree by 

a mountain stream

Zgornja 
Radovna

Buckwheat fritters 
with cottage cheese

Krma Valley

The Gogal linden tree The Psnak sawmill and watermill Pocar Homestead

An old linden tree tells stories 
from ancient times...



Planica  
Nordic Centre
The Planica Nordic Centre is an 
exceptional environment for continuing 
the Slovenian tradition ski jumping 
and flying, as well as for cross-
country skiing training and 
competitions.
Within the framework of the Planica 
Nordic Centre, seven new ski jumping 
hills and accompanying facilities have been 
built. The ski-flying hill, built by the Gorišek 
brothers, has also been renovated. 

The main building, the centre for 
cross-country skiing and ski 
jumping, comprises a viewing 
platform, the Planica Museum 
on two floors, a wind tunnel and 
catering facilities. 
In addition to many outdoor cross-country 
skiing tracks in the winter, it is also possible 
to use the covered internal cross-country 
skiing polygon in the warmer months.

The youngest visitors can have fun in 
the children’s adrenaline park, as 
well as in the children’s corner in 
the central cross-country skiing 
facility. Take a guided tour of the central 
facility and its surroundings!

Planica Zipline Ski jumps

Cross-country skiing Ski jumping and flying

Museum and cross-country ski tracks of the Planica  
Nordic Centre

An old linden tree tells stories 
from ancient times... Descend the largest ski flying hill in the world with the Planica Zipline! 



The Triglav 
National Park
The Triglav National Park  encom-
passes the stunning, almost pristine 
nature and cultural heritage of the 
eastern Julian Alps, which Slovenian 
environmentalists are striving to preserve. 
In 1924, the Triglav National Park 
became the first protected area 
in Slovenia. The national park covers 
83,807ha, with its lowest point 
at 180m in the Tolmin Gorges 
and the highest at 2,864m on the 
summit of Triglav. In order to preserve 
the unspoilt nature, park visitors must 
follow certain rules; this, however, 
does not affect the park experience. The 
park rangers are ready to show you the 
park’s main attractions.

The Triglav National Park is definitely a 
place for mountain lovers; breathe the 
fresh air, hike through the great vastness 
of the valleys and peaks, admire the 
beautiful mountain flora, and observe the 
wildlife in their natural habitat.



Oh Triglav my home, how beautiful you are! 
(“Oj, Triglav, moj dom, kako si krasan”)

The Triglav National Park is the place 
for hiking adventures, spending the 
night in mountain huts. In the working 
mountain meadows the locals will offer 
you homemade cheese, sour milk and 
“žganci” (a local delicacy).

Have you ever seen how mighty a mountain 
wall is when it rises from behind a veil of 
mist and the golden autumn branches of 
the larch? This is one of the most beautiful 
scenes in the Triglav National Park!

The Upper Sava Valley is an excellent 
starting point for the main attractions of 
the park, especially the alpine valleys of 
Planica and the Tamar Valley, the 
Valley of Mala Pišnica, the Krnica 
Valley, the Vrata Valley with the 
mighty north wall of Triglav, and 
the valleys of Radovna, Kot and 
Krma. Other beautiful sights worth 
seeing are the Vršič Pass (the Russian 
Road), the Martuljek Mountain 
Cirque with its waterfalls, the 
river Nadiža and the Peričnik 
waterfall, the endless forests, and 
also the cultural monuments, such as 
the heritage museum at the Pocar 
Farm in Zgornja Radovna and the 
Russian Chapel on the Vršič Pass.



Who is Kekec?

Kekec
Kekec is a brave boy, a fearless and kind shepherd, facing multiple daily adventures 
on steep mountain slopes. While his herd of sheep and cows is pasturing on mountain 
lawns, Kekec is strolling around and exploring extensive grassland and winding paths. 
Being constantly surrounded with nature, Kekec acquired all the knowledge he needs 
for his everyday life. 

Family 
adventures
Children, you can meet your fairytale 
heroes in person!

You can meet them for the first time 
during the ‘Kekec Days’ in Kranjska 
Gora. However, if you want to make 
friends with the characters Kekec, Rožle 
and Mojca, you should visit the Land of 
Kekec.
On a hike towards the villages of Dovje 
and Mojstrana, you can enjoy “Travelling 
along the trails of the Triglav fairytales”, a 
theatre in nature. 

Warning for parents: After you visit these 
lands, you will not have to read fairy tales 
for a good night’s sleep!

What makes us a family-friendly valley 
is a broad offer of social and recreational 
activities, from a pleasant summer stroll 
on unspoilt forest paths to family sledging 
on the white slopes of winter.



Travelling along 

the trails of the 

Triglav fairytales

Kekec Land

Whoever sings a happy song ...
Kranjska Gora is the birthplace of the writer Josip Vandot, who created a little shepherd boy called Kekec, who 
sings, eats “žganci” with sour milk and outwits the awful Bedanc... The “Bedanc Bus” will take you to the fairytale 
town and bring you back after two hours. You can bring your parents too, if they are well behaved.

The Mišmaš Bakery is looking for helpers to make bread...
The Mišmaš Bakery is a playroom for learning and includes theatre, teaching, storytelling and artistic work. In the 
real Mišmaš Bakery participants play the roles of mice, the helpers of Mišmaš, and with the help of some face 
painting are transformed into the ancient enchanted mouse society. The participants also make their own bread. 
When they enter the bakery, they enter a fairy-tale world, where they participate in a play. 

A unique family experience...
“Travelling along the trails of the Triglav fairytales” is a unique family experience for all who love the world of 
fairytales. A theatre group will lead you to the original places of seven Triglav fairytales and revive old customs, 
superstitions and habits in Mojstrana and Dovje. Your stomach will also get a fairytale treat.

The Mišmaš 
Bakery



Are you lacking inspiration for summer 
activities? Don’t be afraid. The story goes 
on and on: first you visit us in winter, and 
then you return in the summer. Under 
the warm sun, the whole Upper Sava 
Valley is the venue of lively summer 
activities for you and your family!

Pleasant temperatures and fresh moun-
tain air ensure your pleasure while 
discovering the valley’s numerous 
attractions.

Summer 
activities

Summer tobaggan run ‘Furious Pehta’ Kekec Orientation Adventure

HikingParagliding

Sport climbingHiking in the Julian Alps

Kranjska Gora  - where the adventure begins.



Hiking
Do you love the fresh mountain air? We invite you to explore more than 
100km of hiking trails, from the easiest recreational walks to more 
demanding mountain trails. For a start, get the Upper Sava Valley 
walking map in the Kranjska Gora Tourist Information 
Centre, which describes 21 marked trails.

Cycling
One of the most beautiful Slovenian cycling paths leads from Rateče 
through Kranjska Gora, past Gozd Martuljek to Mojstrana. The 
route is very scenic, since it partly leads along an abandoned railway 
route over many bridges, and is almost entirely isolated from motor 
traffic. Without demanding ascents, and with inns and pleasant resting 
places along the way, it is also suitable for children.

Do you like the adrenalin rush when riding your bike? Then the 
Kranjska Gora Bike Park, with its programmes for both beginners and 
professionals, offers everything you need.

Bicycles are great for you and for the environment!

• Fabulous path of 10 cottages

• Kekec Orientation Trail

• The Tromeja (Triple border) tourist route

• Planica – a trail through the valley

• The Triglavska Bistrica Trail

• Alpe-Adria Trail 

• Via Alpina

• The St. James pilgrimage route

HIKING IDEAS

Trail Days In-line skating Mountain biking in Kranjska Gora

Published by: 

Kranjska Gora Tourist Board



Lake Jasna

You need refreshing? 

Jump into the lake!

At Lake Jasna, piers and a 6-metre 
high viewing platform await swimm-
ers and other visitors.

At the lake you can also find a cold drink 
or ice cream, and enjoy the view 
of the beautiful Julian Alps in the 
background.
On warm evenings you can listen to 
musical performances below 
the lovely natural scenery of the 
mountains Razor and Prisank.

Jasna has everything you need  
for proper summer refreshment!

Lake Jasna



Kolodvorska ulica 1c
SI-4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 580 94 40
E: info@kranjska-gora.eu
www.kranjska-gora.si

- Tourist Information
- Booking of private        
rooms and apartments

TOURIST INFORMATION  
CENTRE KRANJSKA GORA



RTC ŽIČNICE
KRANJSKA GORA

Borovška cesta 103 
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 580 94 00
E: info@kr-gora.si
www.kr-gora.si
FB: @rtckranjskagora

Slovenia's
Best Ski Hotel

We are celebrating this year 
1948-2018

SKI SCHOOL KEKEC AND SNACK BAR
LAČNI KEKEC

Smerinje 11
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
M: +386 (0)30 307 296
E: info@skischool-kekec.si
E: info@lacni-kekec.si
www.skischool-kekec.si/sola-smucanja/
www.lacni-kekec.si

HIŠA NEŽA

Comfort and luxury 365 days a year! Sauna, your own private whirlpool under the stars, 
cable TV, free Wi-Fi and kitchen with a dishwasher are yours 24 hours a day in the 
privacy of your apartment. Enjoy in one of our five individual luxury apartments with 
open fireplace, terrace and everything you need for a romantic getaway or for an active 
holidays with your familiy in an extraordinary location in centre of Kranjska Gora, just 
a few steps from the ski slopes.

Smerinje 4
SI-4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)83 87 87 26
F: +386 (0)83 87 87 27
E: info@hisaneza.si
www.hisaneza.si

The most fun ski school; individual classes, coures and ski kindergarden.

Diverse offer of Kekec’s delicious culinary treats, home made food and drinks, 
near the iydillic location of Kekec chairlift.



HOTEL KOMPAS
RAMADA HOTEL & SUITES 
KRANJSKA GORA
RAMADA RESORT
KRANJSKA GORA

APP VITRANC

Hotels HIT Alpinea Kranjska Gora
Borovška 99
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 588 44 77
E: info@hit-alpinea.si
www.hit-alpinea.si 

Hit Alpinea Kranjska Gora is a hotel chain that  
combines quality accommodation, rich culinary 
offer and diverse wellness services. Our guests 
are welcome to enjoy swimming pools, saunas 
(Finnish, Turkish, Infrared) and different kinds 
of beauty treatments and massages. When in  
Kranjska Gora, make sure to try out Alpine 
wellness! 18 conference and meeting rooms 
provide all you need for a meeting, seminar or a 
conference. When hunger calls, visit restaurant 
and pizzeria Napoli, Oštarija, Kavka or Snow beach 
for a culinary delight.  

Your jump to a perfect day... Kavka, Planica 
Visit Planica, enjoy the spectacular view on the 
ski flying hill and try some of the local Slovenian 
dishes in Kavka guesthouse: 
• Buckwheat porridge with sour milk
• Mushroom rustic soup
• Grilled sausage
• Beef goulash with Polenta
• Sauerkraut and roasted potatoes
• Daily stew
• Buckwheat stuffed dumplings
• Cheese dumplings with honey

Welcome! 

KAVKA

Rateče / Planica 167 
SI – 4283 Rateče - Planica
T: +386 (0)31 541 965 

Slovenia’s
Best Ski Hotel 

from 2013 to 2017



Dovje 9
SI-4281 Mojstrana
T: +386 (0)4 589 11 05
F: +386 (0)4 589 11 05
M: +386 (0)41 822 595
E: campingkamne@telemach.net,  
info@campingkamne.com

Camping can accomodate up to 150 guests in tents, caravans and campers. 
Camping also offers rental facilities: simple bungalows and comfortable 
apartments. Ideal starting point for walks, mountain hikes, climbing, cycling into 
Triglav National Park.

CAMPING KAMNE, ANA VOGA S.P.

Rateče 167
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)31 689 806
E: info@nc-planica.si
www.nc-planica.si
FB: @NordijskiCenterPlanica

Planica Nordic Centre offers you fun ways to spend time in hot summer days as 
well as in the chilliest winters. Check our activities, and spend some quality time 
in a wonderful valley under the Ponce! Are you ready to fly over the jumping hill 
and turn into real-life eagles? 
Planica – sports and recreation for every day of the year.

PLANICA NORDIC CENTRE 

Koroška u. 14
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: + 386 (0)4 582 00 00
M: +386 (0)41 355 925
E: info@hotel-lipa.si
www.hotel-lipa.si

A small, family-run hotel Lipa is located in the center of Kranjska Gora. It offers 
comfortable rooms with balconies and view of the surrounding mountains, free 
internet and free parking garage for motorcycles.
Hotel restaurant serves a la carte dishes and is renowned for its excellent 
selection of international cuisine. Meals are prepared from fresh, carefully 
selected ingredients.

HOTEL LIPA 

In the midst of the Julian Alps, on the edge of the Triglav National Park, under one 
of the most beautiful sceneries of the Alps, the Špik Mountain Chain, is the brand 
new Camping Špik. The unspoiled nature offers numerous opportunities for free 
time activities, sports and trips to the surrounding areas - an escape from everyday 
worries. You can spend your vacation comfortably in the midst of nature’s beauties. 
Across the area of 7.5 acres there are 200 pitches, most of them are located in 
natural shade. All pitches have electric hook-ups and are situated near drinking 
water supply. All sanitary blocks have been recently built and equipped. 

KOFLER SPORT – SPORT AGENCY AND 
MOUNTAIN GUIDING

Kurirska pot 20
SI - 4281 Mojstrana
M: +386 (0)41 608 297
M: +386 (0)31 364 980
E: info@kofler-sport.si
www.kofler-sport.si
Instagram: kofler_sport

Koflersport offers to children, groups, active people and others, activities that 
are connected with the mountains, nature and people in the surroundings of 
Julian Alps and village Mojstrana. Our activities are mountain guiding… -Triglav,  
ferata Mojstrana and Hvadnik, rock climbing, canyoning, emerald river adventure, 
rent a climbing equipment and bikes, transfers. Join us and get new and safe 
experience.

Jezerci 21
SI – 4282 Gozd Martuljek
T: +386 (0)51 634 466
E: info@camp-spik.si
www.camp-spik.com 

CAMPING ŠPIK

Feel the pleasant excitement while playing on 184 slot machines, challenge your 
luck on two electronic roulettes and enjoy the friendliness of our personnel. If you 
want to spend the evening in an intimate atmosphere, you are welcome to the 
Piano Lounge bar. We will pamper you with various cocktails, bottled wines and 
pleasant music. We offer special bonuses to the member of our »Casino Larix Elite 
Player’s Club«. Casino Larix is open 24 hours a day, throughout the year. 

Borovška cesta 99
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora 
T: +386 (0)4 588 47 18
F: +386 (0)588 47 10
E: info@casino-larix.com
ww.casino-larix.com

CASINO LARIX



Borovška cesta 112
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
M: +386 (0)31 663 502 
E: mojcas@evroplus.eu
www.kosobrin.eu
FB Brunarica Kosobrin

Our wooden KOSOBRIN Chalet is a true »treasure trove« for all of you who want 
to enjoy in authentic environment and indulge in selected beverages, dishes eaten 
with a spoon, strudels and all other home-made specialties.  

To reach us, you can either take a walk or come by bike or car (500 m from the 
centre of Kranjska Gora − in the direction of Podkoren).

KOSOBRIN CHALET   

Hotel Kotnik is a family-run hotel with a long, 40 – year’s tradition. It is located 
in the center of Kranjska Gora, known for its excellent restaurant and the oldest 
pizzeria PINO. Very kind employees and owners are a guarantee for the guests 
well – being and comfortable stay.
All of our 15 rooms (single, double, triple and also rooms with four beds) in the 
hotel part are equipped in accordance with the standards needed (SATV, shower 
and toilet, Wi-Fi, telephone, mini bar, safe deposit box)
Our guests can also use a fully equipped conference room, suitable for 10 people. 
A big parking lot in front of the hotel insures a free of charge and safe parking.

HOTEL KOTNIK

Borovška c. 75
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 588 15 64
F: +386 (0)4 588 18 59
M: +386 (0)41 671 980
E: hotel@hotel-kotnik.si,
restavracija@hotel-kotnik.si
www.hotel-kotnik.si

HOTEL  RESTAURANT  PIZZERIA

APARTMENTS ROŽLE  

Ulica dr.Josipa Tičarja 14
SI-4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 588 13 74
M: +386 (0)51 626 506
E: info@rozle.si, apartmaji@rozle.si 
www.rozle.si

Situated on the outskirts of the picturesque village of Kranjska Gora, the tastefully 
furnished, self-catering Apartments Rožle offer plenty of space for families. In 
the attractively arranged breakfast room, breakfast is offered according to your 
choice. Sport enthusiasts can reach the ski slopes by foot, enjoy a hike in the 
mountains, try out cross-country skiing, and engage in many more fun activities. 
After a day out in the mountains, our guests can relax and recover in our very 
own sauna.

Podkoren 72
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
M: +386 (0)31 479 087
E: info@prgavedarjo.si

Right on the border of Triglav National park and the spectacular Julian Alps, B&B 
Pr’ Gavedarjo is a newly renovated boutique hotel in a Slovenian Cultural Heritage 
Building with 100 years of tradition. We offer natural sleeping enviroment (bio 
sheets, towels and matrasses and only Slovenian wood furniture) and breakfasts full 
of delicacies produced by diligent hands of the neighbouring farms. 

B&B PR’ GAVEDARJO



SLOVENIAN ALPINE MUSEUM

Triglavska cesta 49
SI – 4281 Mojstrana
M: +386 (0)8 380 67 30
E: info@planinskimuzej.si
www.planinskimuzej.si
FB: @Planinskimuzej

Are you ready for an alpine adventure? 

Enjoy the museum story that you will experience 
as you climb the mountains. Through eleven 
content sections you will pass the milestones of 
the Slovenian mountaineering, mountain rescue 
history, get to know the impulse that has always 
drawn people to the mountains, and feel the 
unique attraction and the magic of the mountains. 

Vršiška 38
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 588 1520
E: info@bw-kranjskagora.com
www.bw-kranjskagora.com

Jezerci 10
SI – 4282 Gozd Martuljek
T: +386 (0)4 59 160 205
T: +386 (0)4 588 0126
M:+386 (0)31 209 803
E: info@gostilna-jozica.si
www.gostilna-jozica.si

Best Western Hotel Kranjska Gora is a 4* hotel with an authentic Slovenian 
traditions and hospitality. Hotel features 72 rooms of four different categies. 
Hotel offers a welcoming wellness center with a big indoor swimming pool area, 
jacuzzi, Turkish and Finnish saunas.
The hotel restaurant offers rich buffet breakfast and dinner as well as delicious a 
La carte dishes of local and European cuisine. 

Villa is located in peaceful  location, embraced in nature and have a stunnding view 
on Špik mountain. Located only 800 m away  from our restaurant  Jožica and 4 km 
from Kranjska Gora.

BEST WESTERN HOTEL KRANJSKA GORA VILA EDELWEISS

Hotel Kranjska Gora



VILLA FLORA APARTMENTS

HOTEL ALPINA

Zgornje Rute 82 
SI – 4282 Gozd Martuljek
M: +386 (0)41 612 405
E: info@villa-flora.si
www.villa-flora.si

Vitranška ul. 12
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
M: +386 (0)4 589 31 00
E: alpinaslovenia@gmail.com
www.hotelalpinaslovenia.com

Just a few kilometers from Kranjska Gora, the 
apartments Villa Flora are located in the heart of 
the peacful village of Gozd Martuljek.

New apartments blend with the environment in 
the spirit of Alpine style, traditional interior design 
in solid wood, manufactured with sophisticated 
details.
You will never get bored of the beautiful views of 
the surrounding mountains.
Due to the selection of traditional interior 
design, apartments Villa Flora offer a particularly 
hospitable comfort and cosiness, where you will 
always feel good and want to return.

For those who enjoy the relaxed atmosphere and 
for those who like sports, the location is suitable 
for a myriad of flavors, no matter the time of the 
year - namely platform combines different sporting 
activities, from winter skiing, cross-country skiing, 
sledding, winter to summer hiking, cycling and 
walking, mountaineering, etc ...

Hotel Alpina is a pleasant hotel placed at famous 
skiing and hiking town of Kranjska Gora. 
In winter you can slide down the ski slope directly 
from the hotel front door and during 
the year enjoy many hiking trails in the nearby 
surrounding.
We are a family hotel where also family pets are 
welcome.

Beside Spa&Wellness hotel has a big children’s 
playroom, gym and a play room for all ages with 
billiard, table tennis and game machines.



Špik – Feel the Energy of the Alps.

The Špik Alpine Resort welcomes its guests in 
the pristine environment of Gozd Martuljek near 
Kranjska Gora. The perfect place if you wish utmost 
comfort during your holiday, but also an authentic 
connection to nature. A charming location, a 
modern yet warm ambience, excellent cuisine 
with a local character, a unique Alpine Wellness, 
where modern approaches are upgraded through 
the healing power of Alpine nature, and a myriad 
possibilities for activity in the surrounding area in 
any season of the year.  

Fell the energy of the Alps! It is worth paying a visit.  

ŠPIK, ALPINE RESORT

Jezerci 21
SI – 4282 Gozd Martuljek
T: +386 (0)4 587 71 00
F: +386 (0)4 587 75 75
E: hotel.spik@hit.si
www.www.hotelspik.com

/

KORONA,  
CASINO & HOTEL 

Vršiška cesta 23
SI – 4280 Kranjska Gora
T: +386 (0)4 587 82 00
F: +386 (0)4 588 11 84
E: hotel.korona@hit.si
www.thecasinokorona.com

Korona - Where the Good Times Never End … 

In the small, yet pleasant Korona Gaming and 
Entertainment Centre, you will discover a 
comfortable corner of paradise. The hotel, gaming 
and entertainment areas are furnished with care 
and the personalized attention of our personnel 
and their quality services will provide for your 
comfort and pleasant relaxation. A variegated offer 
of gaming, excellent cuisine, spectacular concerts, 
performances, shows, prize draws and other forms 
of entertainment are the key points for a different 
experience of Kranjska Gora.

Welcome to the Korona, where the good times 
never end …



Ice Trophy

Red Bull Goni Pony

Pokal Vitranc - FIS Ski World Cup

Ski jumping Worl Cup finals in Planica

Planica Red Bull 400

NIght sprint on the streets of Kranjska Gora

TOP 6 
events you should not miss 



At the confluence of the Pišnica 
and Sava Dolinka Rivers, and in 
the embrace of the highest Slovenian 
mountains, the Kranjska Gora Golf 
Club offers a wonderful environment for 
your favourite sport.

The golf course comprises 9 holes 
suitable for both beginners and 
advanced players.
There is a practice range for all  
types of golf shots beside the 
course. 
Beginners can play the group golf 
course with a professional golf 
instructor.
You can watch many tournaments, of 
which some are really fun.

Golf

Golf

Golf in Kranjska Gora

A sociable golf course  
in the breathtaking mountains...



Via ferrata in Mojstrana Ferrata Hvadnik

Place of adventures - Reach the bivouac next to Slovenian Alpine Museum in Mojstrana

Experience the via ferrata in Mojstrana
or Hvadnik

Place of adventures - Reach the bivouac

Via ferrata 
in Mojstrana 
and Hvadnik
Above the pretty village of Mojstrana, 
you can find two attractive secured 
routes or via ferratas on the face of the 
Grančišče crag, which offer a new 
experience in the kingdom of mountains. 
You can choose between two via 
ferratas with different levels of 
difficulty. Between the two lies a route 
also suitable for beginner climbers.
The second Via Ferrata is Hvadnik, a 
climbing route that leads through the 
wild gorge of Gozd Martuljek, 
offering a unique experience of its 
geographical position, and an opportunity 
to safely explore the geological 
characteristics of 
the stream 
of Hvadnik.

The mountains are unpredictable. The 
weather can change in no time. The storm 
is coming and there is only one way out – 
the BIVOUAC SHELTER!
At the Slovenian Alpine Museum 
in Mojstrana there is a 30-minute  
thrilling experience awaiting you – 
Place of adventures: “Reach the 
bivouac!”

Up the via ferrata 



Step right out of bed onto the slopes...

Winter 
activities

SnowshoeingSkiing kindergarten Snow park

Ice climbing

When the Upper Sava Valley is covered 
with ice and snow, the winter fun can 
begin. Night slalom skiing awaits you 
under the spotlights, and the winter sun 
accompanies you during unforgettable 
mountain ascents...
The snowflakes truly bring an avalanche 
of snowy adventures, which makes 
Kranjska Gora a romantic winter 
destination.



Snowy route, guide me!

Skiing
You can choose between 18 ski slopes of different technical difficulty. The ski lifts and pistes stretch over 
the slopes of Vitranc from Kranjska Gora to Planica at altitudes from 800m to 1,215m. The system of 
6 chairlifts and 13 drag lifts will take you to your dream ski slope. And if you want a change of scene, look at 
the map of ski runs and discover the other splendid pistes in Mojstrana and Rateče.

Cross-country skiing 
If you like long cross-country skiing trails, then set off on a carefully maintained 40-kilometre trail from 
the centre of Kranjska Gora, past the source of the Sava Dolinka River and the Planica ski jumps 
into the Tamar Valley, as well as in Gozd Martuljek.
There are also well-maintained cross-country ski trails in Mojstrana and in Zgornja Radovna.
The cross-country ski trail from Rateče to Tamar, with an altitude difference of 260m, is physically 
demanding. Those with excess energy can join the night cross-country skiing behind the Hotel 
Kompas in Kranjska Gora or set their own trail for cross-country skiing adventures!

Sledging

Cross-country skiing

Ice skating on frozen lake JasnaSki touring



Happy December in Kranjska Gora

During the winter, an Alpine Village is 
set up in Kranjska Gora in the square 
in front of the church.
Wooden huts, decorated with fairy lights, 
offer culinary delights and other 
home-made products. 
You can warm yourself by the open fire 
with mulled wine or tea, and various 
musical performances which create a 
good atmosphere.

Alpine Village 
in Kranjska 
Gora

Alpine Village

Experience the real winter atmosphere!



Preparation 
for athletes
Kranjska Gora is always full of sports 
teams and individuals.

The altitude of Kranjska Gora is an 
ideal 810m, therefore cold winters and 
pleasantly refresing summers are great for 
excellent fitness training. A special 
touch is added by its distance from large 
cities, unspoilt nature, a new sports 
hall and a special hotel offer adapted for 
athletes.

Planica Nordic Centre

Indoor cross-country Tennis Golf

Men’s national basketball teams of Slovenia and Serbia
Women’s national basketball team of Turkey
National handball team of Iran 
National volleyball team of the United Arab Emirates
Handball club Vardar from Skopje, Macedonia
Rijeka football club from Croatia
Basketball clubs Khimki from Moscow and Anadolu Efes from Istanbul

HIT Alpinea d.o.o. hotel chain and other accommodation providers in 
Kranjska Gora have hosted many renowned national teams and clubs:

An ideal destination for strengthening the sporting spirit!

Vitranc Hall



Julijske Alpe s Slemena

Wellness
The altitude, mountain air and 
plenty of sunshine make Kranjska 
Gora and its surroundings natural 
climate health resorts.
Modern spa centres with saunas, 
swimming pools, whirlpools and 
beauty salons are a paradise for 
those who like to spoil themselves.
Discover the alpine wellness! If you 
want to indulge on your own, you can visit 
a private sauna…

Do you need to boost your immune 
system? Then salt therapy is perfect for 
you!

Pampering in the embrace of nature...

Glacial wellnessSaunaAlpine Salt Theraphy Room



Cuisine
In the Upper Sava Valley, you can 
find a diverse range of dishes, from 
traditional local food to the finest 
flavours of modern cuisine.
The gastronomic range in the valley is 
further expanded by the inns which 
maintain the traditional cuisine by 
using family recipes while staying 
in touch with nature. 
The locals will welcome you with open 
arms and the caterers will satisfy even the 
most sophisticated gourmet.

Spoil your taste buds  
with tasty local delicacies. 

Rateče fritters



Kranjska Gora  - the perfect place for an eco-conference!

Congress
tourism
Kranjska Gora focuses on medium-
scale business events of great quality. 
This includes smaller, more intimate 
halls with breathtaking views of the 
surrounding area which are perfect for 
brainstorming, chatting or relaxing.

Congress tourism in Kranjska 
Gora offers everything from modern 
air-conditioned conference rooms to 
teambuilding exercises. 



Gambling

Mega bingo = Kranjska Gora

Congress
tourism

For amusement you can visit gambling 
and entertainment centres and 
casinos in Kranjska Gora.
You might spend only a few cents but 
you will have an experience worth so 
much more. The casinos also offer fine 
menues and great entertainment, 
such as dance shows and performances 
by famous musicians.



Breathe in the fresh mountain air and relax in the wonderful landscape...

The Heathen Maiden (Ajdovska deklica)

Prisank Window Zelenci natural reserve

A view of Mount Jalovec from Mount Slemenova špica The North Wall of Triglav

To jump into the 

depths of yourself...

Vršič

Natural sights
The nature of the Upper Sava 
Valley makes a beautiful back-
drop for exceptional stories. 
This is why the first Slovenian film 
‘Kingdom of the Goldhorn’  
(‘V kraljestvu Zlatoroga’) was filmed here.

The pristine nature of the Julian Alps 
was given the title of “biosphere” by 
UNESCO; a place for life, for the body 
and for the soul. 



Cultural experiences...

Cultural 
sights
The culture of the places in the Upper 
Sava Valley is not only about muse-
ums, churches and monuments.
Culture is a way of life that has persisted 
for centuries and has shaped the very 
identity of the locals. 

So, listen to the very special village rituals 
and see some customs.

Liznjek Homestead in Kranjska Gora Pocar Homestead in Zgornja Radovna Kajžnk’s House in Rateče

Russian Chapel The Slovenian Alpine Museum

Breathe in the fresh mountain air and relax in the wonderful landscape...



Events
The Upper Sava Valley offers 
numerous historical events and 
get-togethers. All these hikes, enter-
tainment programmes, cultural evenings 
and festivities are organised and attended 
by people who love their valley, and they 
want to show it to the visitors in the most 
warm-hearted way!

Festivities in the Upper Sava Valley 
have always been famous, as is the 
beauty of the local girls. Good music, 
mighty linden trees, national costumes 
and home-made dishes: when the people 
of Kranjska Gora are joyful, they enjoy 
it to the full. 

Bonfire Celebrations
Meeting of the Horsemen of Three Lands
Alpine Convention Day
Rush to the Dovška Baba Mountain
Red Bull Goni Pony
Andrejček Run on Vitranc
Slovenian Evenings 
Family Cycling Day in Kranjska Gora

Evening in the village of Dovje
Festivity under the linden tree in Podkoren
“Pa damačem v Rutah” Party
Charcoal Days
Kranjska Gora 10 km run  
Škerl Days
Lavtižar Days
Red Bull 400 Planica

Kekec DaysRush to the Dovška Baba Mountain

Oktober3fest - Festival of 3 countries

Memorial Ceremony at the Russian Chapel

Bike Assault on Vršič



JUNE

Meeting at the Triple Border Village Day in Rateče Bike Assault on Vršič

Kekec Days
The whole family can spend a creative vacation day at the Kekčevi dnevi (Kekec Days) where your youngest will enjoy a 
number of activities as well as meeting Kekec.
The entertainment programme and events include theatre, dance and music performances, as well as plenty of sports and 
recreational activities, thematic excursions in the fairytale land and creative workshops.

Russian Weekend
The cultural monument, the Russian Chapel, was built in 1916 in memory of the Russian soldiers who died in an 
avalanche during the construction of the road over the Vršič mountain pass.
The annual memorial ceremony at the Russian Chapel is usually attended by the highest representatives of the Russian 
Federation and Slovenia, as well as the general public, who want to confirm the friendship between nations in a symbolic way.
The memorial meeting in Kranjska Gora is accompanied by a cultural event, where you can see performances by top 
Russian artists in the Vitranc Hall.

Summer at the foot of Vitranc Mountain
When the mountains above Kranjska Gora start turning the colours of the sunset in July and August, the traditional 
festival “Summer under Mt. Vitranc” comes alive. Take part in the event which attracts locals and tourists to the streets 
and squares with music concerts, entertaining performances, puppet shows and children’s workshops.

Village Day in Rateče
One of the most beautiful local cultural events starts with a procession of villagers in national folklore costumes from 
the Šurc Inn to the square in the village. This is followed by a presentation of old peasant activities, and the performance 
of a choir, folklore group, zither players and accordionists. See how the original Rateče footwear “žoki” are made, buy a 
craftsman’s product and visit the ethnological collection in the Kajžnk House.

Aljaž Days
This cultural and entertainment programme is organised in honour of the priest Jakob Aljaž, who made the Slovenes 
aware of their nationality and set the Aljaž Tower on the summit of Triglav.

Meeting at the Triple Border
The three borders of Slovenia, Austria and Italy meet on the summit of 1508m Peč, above Rateče, where people from all 
three countries gather every second Sunday in September. Attend the meeting and share goodwill with the thousands 
of hikers polka dancing, eating their well-deserved snacks and enjoying the striking view. The event is organised by the 
Tourist Associations of Rateče-Planica, Arnoldstein and Tarvisio, which provide excellent Slovenian, Carinthian and Italian 
delicacies.

Bike Assault on Vršič
If you are not afraid to cycle a 13.5km route with a height difference of over 800m, a maximum gradient of 10.8% and an 
average gradient of 7.25%, join more than a thousand enthusiastic cyclists on the first Saturday in September. The Bike 
Assault on Vršič is not only a competition, but also a traditional gathering of friends, families, couples and individuals 
enjoying the day.
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Winter has always been the 
time when farmers took a break 
from their daily work and started 
preparing themselves for the holidays.

Although ski events now are the most 
popular fun events, the tradition 
of old village events, when myths 
and tales revive, is still alive...

Ski-flying and jumping in PlanicaVitranc Cup

Fire Spectacle – Meeting of Krampuses (“Parkeljni”)  
of Three Lands

Live Nativity Scene in the Ice Kingdom Festive December in Kranjska Gora

Happy December under Mt. Triglav 
Blessing of Horses
Alpine Village Events in Kranjska Gora
World Snow Day in Planica
Humar Memorial Ice Climbing Cup
Ice Trophy - 3x3 Ice Hockey Challenge

Family Winter Day in Kranjska Gora 
Carnivals
Snow volley ball
Night sprints on the streets of Kranjska Gora
FIS Cross-Country and Ski Jumping  
FIS Continental Cups - Planica



Open Air Planica Snow day Q Max Party

MARCH

MARCH

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

DECEMBER
JANUARY

Ski-flying and jumping & Open Air Planica
A jewel of the Slovene athlete and aircraft and sports facility designer, the engineer Stanko Bloudek, the ski jump in 
Planica has been a venue for international ski jumping tournaments since 1934. Between 2005 and 2011, Planica 
was the holder of the world record ski jump by Bjørn Einar Romøren: 239m. Don’t forget to support the project of 
sustainable development and come to Planica by train or by carpooling.
Taste the charged atmosphere for supporters as well as the culinary delights of the Valley at Planica, under the Ponce ridge.
After the competition is over, join us at the Open Air Planica event in Kranjska Gora. The biggest open-air event is filled 
with sporting spirit, the awards for the contestants, the announcement of the competition numbers, concerts and other 
entertainment.

Vitranc Cup & Q Max Party
Every year in March the international ski event, the Vitranc Cup, takes place. The atmosphere is incredible, the fans very 
loud, and the slope excellent. Hundreds of workers make sure that the slope in Podkoren is perfect.
After the end of the sports part of the Vitranc Cup, the fun is far from being over: it is followed by musical performances, 
concerts and entertainment at the “Q Max Party”.

Fire Spectacle – Meeting of Krampuses (“Parkeljni”) of Three Lands
You have never seen so many Krampuses (“Parkeljni”) from all sorts of places! The popularity of the event, named the 
Fire spectacle  - Meeting of the Krampuses (“Parkeljni”) of Three Lands, in Podkoren is growing and is soon to become 
a real festival.
The mythical creatures, Krampuses (“Parkeljni”), are terrifying monsters that walk from house to house and scare the 
children. They originate from pagan times, when these evil spirits became the companions and helpers of St. Nicholas; 
in accordance with Christian values the Saint brought presents to the good children and Krampuses scared the naughty 
ones.

New Year’s Eve celebrations
What could be nicer than to spend the day enjoying the numerous sports activities on offer in Kranjska Gora, and in the 
evening to dress in warm clothes and walk through the decorated streets and markets to celebrate New Year’s Eve?
Musical groups with their lively playing and excellent performances will escalate your expectations to the peak  - counting 
down to the New Year. After the sound of the champagne and the New Year’s kisses, you can continue partying in the 
warm atmosphere, dancing until the morning light.

Live Nativity Scene in the Icy kingdom
In the Mlačca Gorge in Mojstrana, you can witness a unique show. Afterwards, you can take a walk through the Ice 
Kingdom of the Snow Queen and see the amazing frozen waterfalls and ice sculptures, as well as another nativity scene, 
this time inanimate, on your way to the car park.
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Julian Alps, Slovenia
top         region

Kranjska Gora Tourist Board, Kolodvorska ul. 1c, si-4280 Kranjska Gora
t: +386 (0)4 588 50 20, e: info@kranjska-gora.eu, www.kranjska-gora.si

The heart beneath 
the Julian Alps




